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1982 to 2007 - > 25 years in climate research

Proportions of men and women in a typical academic career,
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The ENSEMBLES Project
§ 5-year (Sep04-Aug09) Integrated Project supported by EC
FP6 funding, coordinated by Met Office Hadley Centre
(Co-ordinator: Dave Griggs, Director: Chris Hewitt)
§ 67 partners from across EU, Switzerland, Australia, US
we welcome requests from new groups to participate on an unfunded
basis – currently 11 such groups worldwide affiliated to the project

§ Builds upon FP5 projects
e.g. DEMETER, MICE, PRUDENCE, STARDEX

§ Integrates a wide range of research communities
§ Work carried out in Ten Research Themes
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Strategic Objectives
1. Develop an ensemble prediction system based on global
and regional Earth System models, validated against
observations and analyses, to produce for the first time, an
objective probabilistic estimate of uncertainty in future
climate at the seasonal, decadal and longer timescales
2. Quantify and reduce uncertainty in the representation of
physical, chemical, biological and human-related feedbacks in
the Earth System
3. Exploit the results by linking the outputs to a range of
applications, including agriculture, health, food security,
energy, water resources, insurance
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6.6 Gender Action Plan
Institutional Gender Action Plans
Many of the partners in ENSEMBLES have gender action plans at the institutional level as part of their commitment to gender equality.
These include programmes to raise awareness of the issues involved in gender equality, commitments to family friendly work practices and
career breaks, and provision of child-care facilities. Organisational initiatives to encourage gender equality enjoy high level backing within
partner institutes. For example, the Met Office have an ongoing equality training programme, co-ordinated at boardroom level, which is
mandatory for all staff, whilst the policies and activities of MPI-MET are scrutinised by the Working Committee for the Advancement of
Women in Science of the German Max Planck Society.
Additional Gender Action Plan as a Component of the Integrated Project
Project Gender Committee
The gender committee will actively promote the role of women at all levels within the Integrated Project. It will be responsible for ensuring
that the gender plan is applied across the spectrum of research themes in the project, both in terms of internal communication of
developments and progress via the project web-site, and communicating progress externally, via the annual gender action report. The
committee will also be responsible for ensuring that the training and dissemination aspects of the project (RT8) are female-friendly. The
committee will consist of 3 members elected by all female project participants on an annual basis, with the possibility of re-election.
Annual Gender Action Report
The report will document the extent to which actions promoting gender equality have been performed at the Integrated Project level, and will
chart the rates of female participation at all levels of the project.
Recruitment of Female Researchers
Recruitment of young, talented female researchers will be encouraged in ENSEMBLES. Job advertisements will state the project’s
commitment to equality and to a family-friendly working environment and will explicitly encourage women to apply. The gender committee
will liaise with national programmes in the production of suitable information material for schools, and will encourage participation in events
such as “Girl’s days”.
Project Steering Committee
The ENSEMBLES project steering committee has been chosen to ensure that women are adequately represented at the highest organisational
levels of the project and consists of 20 people, 4 of whom (25%) are women. Whilst not approaching equality, this percentage is higher than
that of women in senior positions in climate science generally, and gives women a significant say in how the project is organised and run.
Gender Issues
The Commission report “Gender In Research” on the 5th Framework Programme (Environment and Sustainable Development subprogramme, Annex 1, Page 18) concluded that “the natural science oriented climate research turns out to be more or less gender neutral”. No
gender issues relating to subject matter are expected in connection with this work, which covers the bulk of the work to be undertaken in this
Integrated Project.
The report also states “..regarding the development of scenarios of risks to human health associated with climate change, the different gender
impacts have to be taken into consideration.”, and this issue will be specifically addressed in WP7.4, Impacts of Climate Change on the
Population.

ENSEMBLES GAP
Implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring gender balance in project
Annual gender action report
Identification/promotion of best practice
Networking and mentoring
Promotion of women in science
Gender issues related to research
Raising gender awareness

So how is ENSEMBLES doing?
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Difficult to affect recruitment at start of project,
So focus on promotion, support and information

ENSEMBLES GAP
Things we’re trying to do
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set up a mentoring scheme
Develop links with other projects (ACCENT)
Role-models and champions
Improved monitoring
Develop the web page
GA presentation and social

Social get
get--together for women at ENSEMBLES GA6
Wednesday 22 November, 1830
Piraten Foaljen lounge, Grand Hotel, Lund
All female participants in the General Assembly are invited to join us for a drink and informal get-together at the Grand Hotel before
the conference dinner on Wednesday.
Networking and mentoring is one of the issues identified in the ENSEMBLES gender action implementation plan - which says that a
social/networking event for female participants will be organised at each General Assembly. Unfortunately we didn't manage this in
Athens last year – so please come and join us this year!
If you would like to come, it would be helpful if you could sign the list at the registration desk. If you don’t have chance to do this –
please just turn up.
ENSEMBLES Gender Action Committee and Anna Maria Jonsson
(Committee members: Clare Goodess, Sari Kovats, Ileana Mares, Aristita Busuioc)

Why is it difficult?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No financial resources
Lack of time – a few committed people
Seen as something that ‘has to be done’
‘Ticking boxes’
Poorly worded EU monitoring questionnaire
What about other equality issues?
But likely to be even more difficult in FP7…

bring together women
with common interests

•

• provide inspiration,
information and
support
• promote career
development
• raise awareness
about equal opportunities

• ResNet 2000 – set up with Athena funding
• Now funded by the three institutes
• 8 committee members + coord. & admin.
• Lunchtime events (speaker + lunch/social):
Julia Goodfellow (Chief exec. BBSRC): A lab of ones own
Nancy Lane (Cambridge): The importance of networking
Hilary Lewis: Confidence and self-esteem building workshop
Claire Curtis Thomas (MP): A short History of an Engineering
Woman
Natascha Scott-Stokes (author): Wild & fearless: the life of
Margaret Fountaine

http://www.uea.ac.uk/csed/resnet/

Why is ResNet successful?
• Self run & inclusive – by/for women
• With administrative support
• Funding for food, travel, publicity
• Athena support and prize
• Promoted by UEA CSED
• Adapting and expanding
• Range of events/venues
• ‘Big’ events, e.g., BA Festival
http://www.uea.ac.uk/csed/resnet/

Explaining the gender pay gap - Sara Connolly & Jan Anderson, UEA
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http://www.setwomenresource.org.uk/files/images/Briefing_Athena.pdf

Networking and gender action plans –
the solutions to all our problems?
Not entirely –
need networking & support,
plus effective mainstreaming
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